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Update Dec 2

As if what is happening in Austria, Germany, Netherlands and so on is not enough, or the Omicron "Variant" crazy hype, or anything else that has been "releasing" in "benefit" of the jew agenda through this latest jewish Hanukkah, the jewish energy these creatures keep raising is clearly having ramifications in all their well known areas.

Just reading the news should be enough. Bloody riots, instability, mass fear, shootings, censorship barrage, Constitution removal, and that's basically only a few days into this whole mess. For "some" reason, all the negative perils keep happening always for Gentiles during Jewish holidays. Soros Owned Black Lives Matter also is on a rampage at the same time.

In the history of this forum relating the events, every "mass shooting" also had either a jewish shooter behind it, or a jewish holiday of major jewish influence. We can obviously see that this "Hannukah" was literally "all troops forward" for the Jew. That ((("Hannukah"))) was a special one for them. They did push their troops on all directions at one full attack.

A crime however that stands out is this school shooting that happened some hours ago in Michigan.

Given the whole freedom removal happening in the West, that is the bloodiest shooting that has happened, involving teenager children. It will definitely be used to disarm the United States populace [as per usual], since Klaus and company want to accelerate that Great Reset and doing so over armed populace is a nuisance.

Just look at what happens in Europe in regards to how many "rights" people have left, and you might figure this out if you think a bit outside the jewish box of ideas that is being currently presented as "reality" and how all these events are all "Cohencidences" and "unrelated". Those who know how the jews work and what amounts of destruction they heap with their "rituals", will not be deceived by jewish goyim lies.

We must ramp up these rituals in the schedule. You can see it's three basic rituals, one was to prevent things like this [they always sacrifice extreme amounts of people during Hannukah every year, and also during Purim]. Anyway, a manifestation clearly happened blatantly, with another school shooting with the same general motivations and enemy agenda that we already know occurred again.
These "School Shootings" have always happened either by jews or jewish holidays. The reasons for this for those who understand how much negativity the jews channel, should be apparent.

The white kid Tate Myre from Michigan that tried to stop this died, and strangely so, his video that aired all this comes with his football jersey, which had the number 42 on it, commonly related to Jewish Sacrifices, with 42 being the victim of these sacrifices. The number 42 is the number for the "Sacrificial Lamb" and is a common denominator in jewish magick.

The people that died:
About the incident:


End of December 2 Update

Before new releases, we have to counteract the enemy for a last time for this year during their "Hanukkah". This is imperative so that we receive less of a blunt of their jewish cursing energy that they will freely distribute over to everyone and everything during this year.

They have already began with the cursing and their usual curses, more on rabid mode as it's of course necessary for their worldly agendas that they try to pursue now. So it's imperative that this schedule is posted early.

For those that want, you can begin immediately. The "official" date of starting this schedule is the 26th. It's posted very early so that people see it early and plan ahead, or for some, so that those of us who want to maximize the warfare, start instantly.

Hanukkah is one of the dangerous celebrations of the enemy, secondary only to Yom Kippur. Copious cursing against the Gentiles will take place, among many other of their usual crimes.
Of course as people can observe in the news, this "So perfectly" lines up from them with lockdowns, restrictions, and the concurring attacks on the freedoms and rights of Gentiles, which are also coded in their occult garbage that they follow alongside their material moves.

Jews, before they start on their "celebrations", they spend many days on end doing sacrifices and other related attacks. It's just the pattern they follow. Therefore, everyone is advised also to up your protection but also that we up the warfare to keep everything stable and come out victorious.

**Below are the Rituals.**

They will be the same as these will work to counteract it all based on what they are building upon during this schedule.

The FRTR is always FRTR+Tetra killing+ Shattering.

26. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifice
27. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifice
28. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifice
29. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifice
30. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifice
1. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifice
2. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifice
3. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifice
4. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifice
5. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifice
6. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifice
7. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reversing Jewish Blood Sacrifice

**Links to Rituals**

Curse Israel: https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/CurseIsraelRitual.html
FRTR: https://satanslibrary.org/tspaintable.html
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